
Trump International Golf Links 
Aberdeen, Scotland 

 
 
Architect:  Martin Hawtree (2012) 
 
Tees Par Yardage   Rating     Slope 
Blue 72   6602      73.8         140  
White 72   6329      72.3         133 
 
Overview: 
 
 Introducing a new championship links course in Scotland is a rarity these days and for someone like 
Donald Trump to adopt this as a project made it’s realization even more unlikely.  As with all things Trump the 
creation of the Trump International Golf Links in Aberdeen, Scotland bruised a few egos, ruffled a bunch of 
feathers, and alienated a lot of locals.  But in the end a first class links course got built on a marvelous a piece of 
links real estate.  The quality of the result is attributable to the creative genius of Martin Hawtree who drew 
from this narrow strip of coastal dunes a memorable collection of 18 holes for the ages. 
 
 The Aberdeen region of Scotland has a rich history of great links golf with iconic courses like Royal 
Aberdeen and Cruden Bay as well as lesser known gems like Murcar and Fraserburg among others.  The 
addition of Trump International simply ups the credential a notch and probably increases the likelihood of this 
neighborhood becoming a regular stop for prestigious events like The Scottish Open or other European Tour 
championships.   
 
 Hawtree was blessed with a stunning piece of land abutting the North Sea with sea grass covered sand 
dunes the size of office buildings.  Places like Enniscrone, Ballyliffen Glashedy, and the European Club in 
Ireland come to mind as you stare out at the expansive range of these imposing dune fields.  If must have been a 
challenge for Hawtree to simply decide where to begin. 
 
   Defying the traditional out and back approach to links design he placed the clubhouse in the center of 
the property and tracked four holes south with the sea on the left and five holes back on the inland side.  The 
back nine does the opposite with four holes working up the inland side to the north before the last five meander 
up and down among the coastal sand dunes coming back.  Though you rarely see the sea it’s proximity provides 
a steady wind influence lurking over top of the high dunes. 
  
 Trump wanted a stout championship course so he could woo a major championship but something 
playable enough for the retail golfers who would foot the bill for it’s existence every day.   To this goal there 
are six sets of tees and 112 tee boxes which might seem like a bit of  design overkill.  In reality this volume of 
teeing grounds allows the greens keeper to set up each hole to play to the same level of challenge for every 
caliber of player.  It also affords a flexibility in daily course set up to match the prevailing wind direction and 
intensity and make the severity of the challenge consistent in all conditions.   You just may need a GPS device 
to assist in the location of your tee box. 
  
 



From the tips the measure is close to 7500 yards but if you pick the appropriate tee you should find a 
manageable golf challenge.  First glance at the blue tee scorecard reveals three of the four par fives are 500 
yards or less and only five of the par fours are 400 yards or more.  But the devil is in the details (see link at the 
bottom for hole-by-hole detail) because the routing vis-à-vis the prevailing wind can make the effective playing 
length much longer.   Hope is that once the course sets in a few years they let the fairways firm up and this 
lengthening will get mitigated as it does on all links courses. 

 
The first impression you have after you get over the scale of the dunes is how green this place is for a 

links course.  The quality of the grass in the walking areas between greens and tees would be the envy of the 
highest end country club in the states.  The emerald color actually takes away from the links character and 
Americanizes the course but again I am sure this is what the boss wanted.   

 
Bunkering is the next thing that will capture your attention.  Cluster bunkering in some fairways and 

green approaches makes a number of those holes appear like an arcade game.  But in fact there are a greater 
number of holes with very sparse bunkering, often a single bunker at the green’s edge, so the use of sand is by 
no means overdone.  Having said that, the bunkers out there are fierce.  Many are funnel deep, revetted bunkers 
that can exact a full stroke toll where a sideways escape is the only way out.  

 
As with many links courses the greens are massive to provide the opportunity to make approach shots 

more manageable based on the day’s wind direction.  Hawtree segmented these greens in a way that there are 
often three greens within the green so the proper angle of approach requires forethought based on the day’s pin 
location.  Raised surfaces with fall offs, collection hollows, and a few nasty bunkers demand approaches with 
conviction or else you can spend the day inventing recovery shots you never imagined. 

 
The good news is that everything you encounter, driving areas and green complexes is right in front of 

you.  No blind shots, very few severe uphill shots, and plenty of bail out room where you need it.  But as 
discernable as your targets are many are fraught with existential topography and hazards that can have their way 
with your best intent.   You will encounter the full array of mounds and hollows, severe bunkers, furry sand 
dunes, and even marshy wetlands.  The wetlands seem a bit onerous and out of character on a links course and 
may be where he stepped across the line.   

 
 The course opens with a relatively straight forward five par that puts almost all of the above into play 

out of the gate.  The pressure ratchets up quickly with a burn bisecting the second followed by the postcard par 
three third-the only place you witness the sea first hand all day.    When you get to the perched tee at the par 
four 5th you are sure you have stepped into a J.R.R. Tolkien novel….there have to be trolls and hobbits lurking 
in these surrounds.  The 6th makes you feel like you have been transported across the Irish Sea to European Club 
south of Dublin-this hide-n-seek par 3 is pure Pat Ruddy.  From 7 to 9 you get the full challenge-a short 
technical par four and two brutishly heroic par fours before you get a chance to catch your breath and an Irn-Bru 
at the turn. 

 
The inward nine follows a similar pattern with a straight forward five par followed by a couple of 

manageable par fours and a very linksy par three.  The wow meter jumps to double digits when you step on to 
the tee box at 14.  What rolls out beneath your feet simply will take your breath away.  A beautiful midrange par 
four brings to mind Royal Country Down, fairway swaddled between dune ranges with the North Sea peering 
over the top.   



Another tantalizing short par four before you turn back south for the final run.  There is no let up from 
here to the house you have to play your best golf of the day because you are likely playing into the wind.   The 
par three 16th will test your trajectory and distance control with a well protected green that is 45 yards long.  In 
spite of it’s handicap designation, the 17th into a two club wind may be the hardest hole to par since the Road 
Hole at The Old Course.  There is one last Kodak moment is ahead, walk to the top of the back tee on 18 where 
the hole measures 651 yards and a sea of 18 bunkers, count em, stands between you and the final green.  Maybe 
there is a bit of Trump showmanship in this one but it is a very interesting finishing hole.  

 
Trump did not cut any corners in the creation of his golf nirvana and the fare you pay will indicate that. 

Unlike most venues in Scotland there is an elaborate practice ground with a full driving range, wonderful short 
game preparation area, and expansive practice putting greens at your disposal.  The Trump Links clock 
overlooking the range, the black and bronze signage throughout the course, the classic stone bridges that cross 
the burns, and even the cherry wood trash cans with the Trump International Crest remind you that this is a 
Trump creation.  The Donald would have it no other way.   
 
 
Hole-By-Hole Analysis (Blue/White): 
 
#1 Par 5  491/478 yards 
 
 Stepping onto the first tee you are struck by the sheer beauty of this piece of land and the massive dunes 
that articulate every hole.  This is a user friendly par five that you must par to get off on a positive foot so focus 
on the good line on each shot and be aggressive.  Drive is to center at the left green side bunker on the hill.  The 
three hyphenated bunkers that intrude from the left at around 100 yards are you lay up position-aim at the one 
on the right.  If you are confident you can consider going for this amphitheater green hovering above you at the 
foot of the dunes. You would elevate your shot all the way to the playing surface because the face hill will reject 
anything short and the bunkers short left and right will gather balls that are off the chosen line.  The wind is 
likely coming from your left over the top of the dunes so you are going to have to hold a draw against the wind 
to end up on the right level.  If you choose the more conventional lay up you have a pitching club in hand at 
around 100 yards.  Keep in mind that the green has a substantial transition ridge separating the green from 7 to 1 
with the lower section to your right.  This is a feature you will see all day, you must know what segment of the 
green the pin resides and make sure your approach reaches that area or three putts are imminent. 
 
#2 Par 4  412/381 
 
 The challenge picks up a few beats on a very technical dogear left par four where position on each shot 
is key. You may be trading off distance for the most advantageous playing line for your next shot.  The visual 
features here are a tall dune that hulks over the green and a burn crossing the fairway on a diagonal.  It requires 
220 to carry the left and as much as 250 to carry the right.  The lay up is 220 at the stone bridge on the right to 
get the best angle back toward the green that is set in back to the left in an alcove of low dunes.  The shot in will 
be a middle iron to a long and narrow green ramped back to front without any green side bunkers.  There are 
fall offs to the left so your best shot will work up the line of the green and to the right.   
 
 
 
 



#3 Par 3  165/147  
 
 Your heart will start racing when you step on the tee of this alcove par three and hear the lapping of the 
waves through the gap in the dunes to your left.   It is a downhill shot that probably means a half a club less into 
a raised green set on a diagonal to match the orientation of the beach to the sea and surrounded by low hollows.  
That wind influence coming through the side door is the wild card here.  Only one bunker below the green to 
the right but you do not want to be in there no how.  If you can hit a middle to short iron into the middle of this 
green you can put one in the plus column for the day’s work.  Standing on the back of this green the view of the 
dunes and the sea to your right is something to behold. 
 
#4 Par 5  513/460 
 
 The collar of your shirt will tighten over these next three holes as Hawtrie begins to throw in a few extra 
parameters now that he thinks you are warmed up.  The look of this ramped five par will remind you of the first 
but the ambling burn that haunts the right side almost the length of the hole adds serious pressure to the required 
accuracy of your plays.  The point has been made that Hawtree routed three of the par fives into the prevailing 
breeze, probably to insure that they would be true three shot holes for most of us.  The drive is held left center at 
the left most bunker in the 7-pearl string of bunkers that work up toward the green.  You now have to choose to 
lay up to 110 yards right in front of that same bunker or carry the string of pearls to a green set steeply above 
you.  I see no lay up in between because the right side of the pearls brings in the burn and too far up leaves you 
without an approach line to the green set on an 8 to 2 angle.  This green is a full 3-tier job that is close to 50 
yards long.  The transitions between sections is as much as four feet to my eye.  If you are not in the section 
with the flag you are not on the green. 
 
#5 Par 4  353/349 
 
 For a short hitter this is maybe the coolest hole on a course with a bushel full of cool holes.  Standing on 
this plateau tee set in the face of a huge dune you look across an environmental abyss at a wedge shaped landing 
area.  The landing area is constrained by rough that partitions the fairway to the left about 110 from the green.  
My sense is the tee shot is about 220 aimed at the middle of the green framed by the two fairway bunkers at 100 
yards.  A big hitter might consider wailing one at the green but I think it is unlikely you carry all the rough and 
the hole narrows considerably the last 100 yards.  From about 120 you are looking across the wavy transition to 
a green draped across a spine running 6 to12 creating two distinct sections of the green.  The sole pot bunker in 
front, which is very punitive, marks the bottom of the spine.  Left of the bunker is about 1/3 of the green and 
would require a high soft one to get to the flag.  The right side is ramped right so you can work something with 
some run out coming in right to left.  Any putts working away from the spine to a cup position will be very fast.  
As beautiful as this hole is from the tee, the look back from the green is equally spectacular.  
 
#6 Par 3  170/165 
 
 My first thought when I saw this hole was that it would fit right in at Pat Ruddy’s European Club.  The 
way this green is nestled into the pocket of the dunes is pure Ruddyesque. From the tee you only see about half 
of this steeply ramped green as the back half is hidden by a mountainous dune.  The front portion leans toward a 
steep false front and a cavernous pit below the right front edge of the green.  The burn from the fourth lurks 
below that bunker. The tee shot is high over the edge of the dune because there is actually more green than you 
realize and a retention chipping area if you miss left.  Anything you miss right is a double bogey or worse.  If 



the wind is in your face than you have to shape a low draw starting out over the bad bunker and turning up the 
ramp.  This is one very intimidating hole but will give you real gratification if you can walk away with a par. 
 
#7 Par 4 246/230 
 
 By now you might think that you have seen everything he could throw at you but the next three holes 
will convince you otherwise.  This very short and lamp chop par four is right out of the Eddie Hackett playbook.  
From the tee nestled in the low dunes you aim a 200 yard shot at the bunker on the right about 40 yards from the 
green.  The second is a lofted club up the hill into the meaty part of the chop that is surrounded by dimple grass 
depressions.  The Ultra Light crew could consider a power slider over the left dunes off the tee but this will take 
a confident stroke with articulate towardness to be successful. 
 
#8 Par 4 463/422 
 
 From here to the turn it is brute par fours.  Almost a double dogear your drive is into the left side of a 
level landing area between two cordoning fairway bunkers.  This arrangement is  reminiscent of working up the 
Glashedy dune at Ruddy’s Ballyliffen course.  There is no room to miss right because the burn is laying low 
among the furry scrub below the bunker on that side.  Your second will be a full macho club further up the ramp 
to a bunkerless green nestled to the left in a suburban neighborhood of tall dunes.  At the end is a wildly 
undulating green with only one bunker so you are likely pitching and putting to try to make a par.  
 
#9 Par 4  427/427 
 
 The outward half ends with drive across some bumps and hollows to left center of a slight dog leg left 
par four.  Balls drifting too far right will have a semi-blind shot over the tall dune that flanks the approach.  
From the landing area it is another long club up a bowling alley alcove to a long, long narrow putting surface, 
over 50 yards long, with eyeball bunkers punctuating the front entrance.  He has hidden one more pot bunker 
off the back left to catch an overactive draw.  A low folded chipping area will catch shots meandering to the 
right slightly below of this raised green.  Any recovery pitch here will take the full creative Pelzian short game 
skill set.  Stop for the Irn-Bru there is more hair raising fun ahead. 
 
#10 Par 5  495/495 
 
 If there is any redundancy in this course it is in the appearance of the first three par fives though in fact 
they are very different in the way they play.  This one bears serious resemblance to #4 but the last zag is to the 
left.  The marsh element that appears to the right off the tee is definitely in play so drive left of the two bunkers 
you see in the distance that make up the first two of another string of necklace bunkers in the face of the 
approach hill.  Lay up is just right of those two for the strong approach angle into a long three-tier green wedged 
between office building dunes above.  There is a serious false front here so you must elevate your approach if 
you do not want it returning in your direction. 
 
#11 Par 4  453/392 
 
 If you have not had enough Kodak moments then take the short hike to the back tee here, it is one of the 
highest vantage points on the property.  A spectacular view of the North Sea beyond the dunes awaits.  This is 
the first of a pair of strong dogleg rights.  A long hole, the best drive is tight to the right side of the dogleg to get 



the best angle into a long green with an approach opening on the right.  A deep recession and a couple of bad 
bunkers will eat up a weak shot to the left.  The one bunker short of the green right has room beyond it to use as 
a bounce approach to the front section of this tiered green. 
 
#12 Par 4  367/367 
 
 Much shorter than the last but it has serious technical definition around the green to challenge you.  
Drive is to center across a depression in the fairway.  This sets up an elevation approach across another furry 
transition to a green raised and protected by some sidling bunkers and a steep false front.  The bunker in front is 
a full fifty yards short of the front edge so do not be fooled by the optics.  Get your approach into the middle of 
this green and you should get a birdie opportunity here. 
 
#13 Par 3  178/178 
 

From here to the house it is one drop dead gorgeous links hole after another.  Play is from a high tee 
across the marram grassed hills to a plateau green set level to the tee in front of a backdrop of dunes.  From the 
back tee you can see over the dunes and appreciate that his hole is moving due east toward the sea so wind 
influence is likely in your face.  This green is a three ripple affair working back to front so you have to hit 
enough shot to reach the tier with the flag.  The balance of the bunkering short left and on either side just frames 
this target like a painting.   
 
#14 Par 4  376/372 
 

One more trek up to a back tee, you must see the full splendor of this hole as it sets majestically against 
the North Sea on it’s right.  This is about 11.5 Wows!  You almost don’t want to ruin this image by interrupting 
it with the flight of a ball.  From the intermediate tees your driving angle calls for a nice draw working up the 
alcove between the towering dunes that frame the fairway.  From left center it is another draw around the 
remaining curve of the hole to a slightly green set 7 to 1 up in the right corner of the dune closet.  The lonely pot 
left of the green is a no-no and there is a fall off on the left so the middle of the green is your target for all pins.   
 
#15 Par 4  323/319 
 
 This short par four continues due north with the sea over the dunes to your right.  Your tee ball needs to 
carry the bunkers strewn across the fairway at about 130 yards form the green.  Best landing spot is at about 100 
on the right looking back up the angled set of the green to the left.  This is almost a Redan approach on the 
second shot so you will work it right to left as far up the green as you need.  A single deep bunker is left and 
below the green.  By the way, over is no bargain so don’t get too aggressive at a back pin. 
 
#16 Par 3  180/157 
 
 A switchback toward the clubhouse this is a deceptively difficult three par late in the round.  The green 
sits on an 11 to 5 angle to the tee and has a string of pothole bunkers punched into the hill under the left side all 
the way from front to back.  It looks like a docile challenge but with so many tee box options and such a long 
green you really have to focus on the best play to give a reasonable two-putt opportunity.  A right to left curve 
working up the green is the likely approach except for the front pin locations.   
 



#17 Par 4  404/404 
 
 Undoubtedly the hardest hole of the day, especially if the prevailing wind is in your face, this is a hole 
where discretion is the better part of valor.  Drive must be long up the right side to have any chance of reaching 
this green in regulation. Anything left on this hole will require a pitch back to safety on the right or a really high 
score is in your future.  From the preferred landing area it is a massive right to left fairway wood up the hill 
working into a 45-yard long green laying along the spine of a hill with one lonely proctology bunker blocking 
your approach line.  There is a massive fall off left of this green so there is no value in over-reaching on this 
approach.  A lay up to about sixty yards short right at the two bunkers leaves a credible pitch and run around the 
devilish bunker up the line of the green.   This is a par four and seven-eighths if you ask me. 
 
#18 Par 5  586/586 
 
 Leave it to the Donald to give you a postcard memory to finish the day.  Played into a prevailing wind 
this can be a very long three shotter so it will take full attention to pick good lines and hit solid shots to reach 
the best position on each shot.  One more Sherpa hike up to the back tee is suggested….from there the hole is 
651 yards but a sight to behold.  If you take your shoes off you can count the 18 bunkers the Donald insisted on 
having on this finishing hole.  A visit to any of them leaves you the Scottish sideways pitch out and a full stroke 
onus on the card. 
 

From the mortal tee the bunkers right center are within reach so you must articulate a shot one side or 
the other.  The aggressive line is left of the bunkers but that does bring into play the marshy abyss that flanks 
the left side of the fairway.  If you choose right aim at the third bunker to end up nestled in the right corner of 
the landing area.  Your next one has to negotiate two more bunkers just inside 135 yards.  Again left is the best 
line but the marsh is awaiting-right center at 145 is probably your best landing spot.  The last shot is across a 
wack-a-mole bevy of bunkers to a green set on a 7 to 1 angle back to the right.  There are many creative ways to 
approach this green just make sure you end up on it because anything without an assertive intent will be 
repelled and leave you a very dicey up-and-down.  Just for accent this green has serious undulation in it.   
 
http://www.trumpgolfscotland.com/ 
  


